Connecting to student lifeworlds
So what does the concept ‘lifeworld’ mean?
By ‘lifeworld’ we mean that site in time and space in which we all live, sometimes referred
to as ‘everyday life’. In a similar vein, Roche (1987) defines the lifeworld as ‘the social
world as subjectively experienced, and communicated, as acted in and acted upon’ (p.
283). The idea of a lifeworld directs our attention to the phenomenology of being human
and hence to embodiment, temporality, desire, emotions, spaciality, communication,
practice, reflexivity, consciousness, knowledge/power and intersubjectivity.
Lifeworld is an existential concept involving
an accumulation or coming together of
those experiences of life and interactions
with others and the environment that form
an identity for each and every one of us.

By ‘lifeworld’ we mean that site in
time and space in which we all live,
sometimes referred to as ‘everyday
life’.

How is the concept applicable for teachers?
The argument for lifeworld relevance of the curriculum is not a new idea and has taken
various forms in the past. Lifeworld knowledge may include community knowledge, local
knowledge, personal experience, media and popular culture sources. Whilst not an
exhaustive list, the following list indicates various aspects of students’ lifeworlds that
might provide themes for curriculum design:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the keywords students use in their vernacular language;
their cognitive and affective levels in class;
the sorts of texts they read;
the nature of their engagement with popular culture;
key sites of their learning out-of-school;
their understandings of the issues facing their communities;
their fears in the present and their desires for their future.

Luis Moll and various colleagues have developed, theoretically and practically, a ‘funds of
knowledge’ approach as a counter-discourse to scripted and over-determined curriculum
designs. Alternatively, a local literacies approach advanced by Street (1994) and Luke,
Comber and O’Brien (1994) proposes the need for access and validity in school settings
for vernacular literacies (McLaughlin, 1997) closely associated with subcultures that are

marginal, misrepresented or absent in mainstream institutions. And in a similar vein, the
‘unofficial curriculum’ of popular culture and out-of school learning settings provides
another productive site for ethnographies of vernacular, popular and sub-cultures that
young people inhabit around and beyond school (Scherpf 2001; Dimitriadis & Weis
2001). More recently, there has been interest in ‘place-based’ education that argues for
curriculum that enables ‘students to connect what they are learning to their own lives,
communities, and regions’ (Smith, 2002). The ‘multiliteracies’ project (New London
Group, 1996) argues for ‘situated practice’, or that part of curriculum that aims to ‘recruit
learners’ previous and current experiences, as well as their extra-school communities and
discourses, as an integral part of the learning experience’ (p. 85). In a similar vein, the
‘productive pedagogies’ approach adopted by the Queensland Department of Education,
Training, and the Arts (2006) proposes that ‘students engage with real, practical or
hypothetical problems which connect to the world beyond the classroom, which are not
restricted by subject boundaries and which are linked to their prior knowledge’ and ‘has
value and meaning beyond the instructional context, making a connection to the larger
social context within which students live’. Shor (1988) also refers to ‘situated’ pedagogy’,
which he defines in these terms: ‘[t]he course is … situated in the language, statements,
issues and knowledge students bring to class. Their cognitive and social situation is the
staring point, not my prefabricated syllabus’ (p. 108). All of these approaches, in one way
or another pursue a theory and practice of teachers as ethnographers and students-asresearchers (Egan-Robertson and Bloom, 1998; Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1998; Steinberg
& Kincheloe, 1998; Thomson & Comber, 2003).
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